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Magic Time in Marrakech! 

 

 

I had waited so eagerly for the information about this MTM to be published on the LCI website... and then suddenly 

there it was and the planning for me began! The programme for the actual MTM sounded amazing... plus there were 

three different pre-tours to choose from. There were so many incredible activities - what should I pack in my 

suitcase? I soon realised that the main thing I would need was “lots of energy” in order to keep up with our 

Moroccan Ladies and International Friends!! 

I have always longed to travel, and it is most recently with Ladies Circle that my dreams are coming true. For the 

MTM, I was very fortunate to be able to book the Merzouga Desert Pre-Tour. On 22nd January, 13 Ladies (7 nations: 

Estonia [Kairi, Ulle and Sandra]; France [Joelle], Germany [Gudrun, Svenja and Mark [on motorbike]); GBI [Me: 

Angela!]; Malta (Kathleen]; Morocco [Hanane and Hind]; Sweden [Anna and Sara) met in the hotel foyer to start our 

adventure. Our Moroccan Ladies Hind and Hanane from Casablanca LC1 put us all at ease right from the start, and of 

course, I must mention our guide and minibus driver, Rachid, who also ensured our expedition was comfortable and 

enjoyable for us. 

Some Ladies knew each other quite well, others a little or just meeting for the first time... but in true Ladies Circle 

style we very quickly became friends and this made our trip even more special.  

As we drove out of Marrakech the landscape began to change. 

It became much more rocky and rugged. The scenery was so 

different to my own country of Great Britain and my eyes were 

glued to the window, enjoying looking at all of the beautiful 

countryside and marvelling at the different colours of the rock 

formations.  

Our first stop would be up in the Atlas mountains where it had 

been snowing. We had lunch in Télouet and then visited the Kasbah of the Glaoui. Although now derelict and with 

crumbling walls, you could not help but be enchanted by the beautiful architecture which included cedar doors and 

pillars and colourful zellij tiles: 

 

As we travelled on our way to the guesthouse where we would be staying for that night, it 

was fascinating to see how people’s homes had been built using the local building 

materials. Sometimes it was difficult to see where the houses were as they merged within 

the mountain-rock. 

Me and my Camel xxx 

Snow on top of the mountains Beautiful red and green landscape 

The Kasbah of the Glaoui Inside:  Zellij tiles View of the ceiling Our guide, the zellij tiles  
and cedar woodwork 

Stables for the camels 

Houses seemed to merge 
within the mountain-rock 



 

We arrived at our guesthouse where we were staying that night after darkness had fell and were very warmly 

greeted. This is where I had my first taste of Moroccan mint tea. The temperature was very cold and the tea tasted 

wonderfully hot and flavoursome! During this evening we also enjoyed some delicious soup as well as more 

tagine/tanjia-style cooking and also encountered our first taste of traditional music where Hanane and Hind taught 

us how to dance Moroccan-style!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We were ready for our beds at the end of the night – the mattresses were 

so comfortable and the bed linen and wall hangings were so colourful! 

These images serve as a reminder of our first “Happy Days” in Morocco.      

In the morning we were able to explore our immediate surroundings before 

we set off again in the minibus. 

 

Our scenery began to change again and this time we encountered some beautiful palm 

groves. Next stop was the village of El Kelâa M’gouna, which is prized for the beauty and 

fragrance of its roses. We took a break here, with everybody taking the time to enjoy the 

warmth of the sunshine!  

 

Then it was back on the road with our next stop to visit 

the Todra Gorge.  

We were astounded by the magnificent rocks which 

towered majestically above.  

A river ran alongside these rocks and some Berber-women villagers were washing their 

clothes. This must have been very hard work as the water was ice cold! 

It was explained to us that many people come to professionally climb the Gorge (good luck!) 

 

Next we visited the Tinejdad museum. I particularly liked the tranquillity of this museum and the connection 

between how a community could live and work alongside each other in harmony with the land and their agricultural 

techniques. Then we were back on our way and heading towards our ultimate goal: The Desert! 

 

 

 

 

 

Our first taste of Moroccan mint tea! Enjoying the soup – it tasted so good! Our first encounter of traditional Moroccan music 

The Tinejdad Museum The simplicity inside was 
very tranquil and soothing 

A Water Clock: A period of 
time was measured as the 

bowl became full 

The Todra Gorge 



 

 

Our guesthouse room for this night was again exquisite and 

colourful ... and I was most pleased to be paired up again 

with my room-buddy, Gudrun (LC Germany). 

 

We Lady-Explorers were getting very excited about our 

trip taking place the next day and spent most of the 

evening “singing for our supper” – with Kathleen as our 

Musical Director of course!  

We were almost there... the desert awaited us!. 

 

But first... the next day we were up bright and early to visit a village of traditional Gnawa musicians. The instruments 

they play are a mixture of metallic castanets, heavy drums and a three-stringed bass lute. Here you can see that we 

very much enjoyed listening and dancing to the music and trying out the instruments.  

 

 

 

 

 

We even encountered   

our first desert fox:  

 

And so it was back to our guesthouse and now it was at last time... our transport to the 

desert had arrived ... and off we set! Our promised destination on the programme was: 

“The middle of nowhere”! 

 

If there was one phrase which I kept on repeating during our whole trip it was this: “This is AMAZING!!!”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ladies of the Desert! It is almost time... (see background!) 

The Gnawa musicians play, sing and dance for us Kairi (LC Estonia) and Kathleen (LC Malta) 
lead the way for the dancing! 

Hind and Hanane (LC Morocco) and 
Kathleen (LC Malta) join in with the music 

Our dromedaries (camels) 
rest after taking us to our 
destination in the desert 

The Desert:  
Sand dune after  
sand dune 

My trusty steed! 
This was scenery that 
I had never before 
seen – it was so 
beautiful and peaceful 
– we were each lost in 
our own thoughts as 
we travelled 



 

Our base camp was fabulous! The nomad tents were cosy and all furnishings inside were so colourful. We were 

served a feast of delicious food and drink and then sang our Ladies Circle songs around the campfire – much to the 

amusement of our hosts! The amount of stars we could see in the sky was amazing!! 

In the morning, a few of us got up early at 6am for the 45 minute walk to THE BEST view of the desert sunrise. It was 

really hard work to walk on the sand, particularly when we had to climb the big sand dunes. The air was also very 

cold and we were gasping for breath with our exertion. But the view was certainly worth our efforts. These images 

show how the colours of the landscape intensified as the sun rose: 

   

   

 

As you can see we were very pleased with the amazing sight that we had been able to view: 

  

 

By the afternoon we had returned from the desert, freshened up, and then set off for the final night of our pre-tour.  

We arrived at our hostel in Agdz after dark. Our hosts were most welcoming and our 

bedroom again enchanting. 

 

 

Here we are “in the middle of nowhere!”: 
Base camp just before sunset 

Our guides and hosts: After bringing us some wonderful tasting 
food, they entertained us around the campfire 

Our room for the night! Our neighbours 
(Hello LC Sweden!) just behind the blanket  

Gudrun (LC Germany),    
Anna and Sara (LC Sweden), 
Me (GBI) and Joelle (France) 

 

A big thank you to our 
Guide who also got up 
early to take us to see 
the sun rise 



And Wow! What a view awaited us in the morning. We seemed to have stayed in an old fort. We explored the 

various storeys and saw some amazing views:  

 

Straight after breakfast, we visited a local school. The children were on  

holiday that day, but we were greeted very warmly by the Headmaster  

and School Teachers.  

We had each brought a collection of coloured pencils, crayons, picture books to draw in etc 

and were very pleased to be able to present these.  

After our visit to the school we set off to visit the UNESCO world heritage site, the Aït Ben Haddou Kasbah which was 

set on top of a mountain overlooking the Ounila Valley. This site is reported as one of the oldest and most impressive 

ksars in all Morocco and we very much enjoyed the beauty of the architecture and in exploring the tiny alleyways 

that led us up to the very top of the site and the wonderful views which awaited us.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And now... to the Magic of Marrakech!! From 13 we became 200+ and there was much greeting 

of familiar faces and big smiles to everyone as we met up with other Ladies from our own 

countries and also from lots of other countries, so that all different nationalities included Ladies 

from Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, GBI, Germany, Iceland, India, Israel, Italy, Malta, 

Norway, Sweden... and of course Morocco!  

I registered as we arrived back at the hotel and was delighted to receive a lovely bag of goodies 

plus confirmation of the activities and events which I had signed up to enjoy. I also met up with 

my new room-buddy, Paula (LC GBI)  

The Opening Ceremony was held at the Municipality of Hivernage and we arrived by horse-drawn 

carriage. Proceedings were formally opened, with the head table including our own LCI President Sharon Taitz, and 

we were all excited by the grandeur of the occasion, all Ladies being together, and our beautiful surroundings.  

 

 

 

 

Inside one of the 
school classrooms 

Me at the top of the Aït Ben Haddou Kasbah 
site and the beautiful view all around 

The view from one of the windows 
at the top of the site 

Svenja (LC Germany) with husband Mark, and 
Kathleen (LC Malta) on the bridge leading to the 

UNESCO world heritage site 

Paula and I are ready for our 
Magic Time in Marrakech! 

Our carriage! I was lucky enough to ride 
alongside the driver! 

Ladies were seated in anticipation at the 
Opening Ceremony 

Najwa (LCM President), LCI President Sharon Taitz, 
our Honourable Guest and Imane (MTM Convenor) 



After the Opening Ceremony, it was on to The Block Lounge Bar for the 

Welcome Party... with we Desert Ladies serenading everybody at the beginning 

of the evening (after all we had been practising!)  

“In the desert, the mighty desert, the Ladies sleep tonight... ah ooohh! 

Awumba whey, awumba whey, awumba whey, awumba whey...” 

 

... we soon passed the entertainment back to the professionals and everybody enjoyed the party!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Mid Term Meeting took place the next morning. At LC meetings I always feel so in awe of all the Ladies present 

– thinking about the core mission of Ladies Circle: ‘Friendship and Service’ and everything that everyone has 

collectively achieved. I am so proud to be part of this special group.  

At the meeting, all Ladies attending were invited to introduce themselves and it felt very special to hear how happy 

everybody was to be together in Morocco. The agenda and reports had been made available to everyone and so we 

were each able to read about how different countries and their Circles had been enjoying social and charitable 

activities. It was a great way to pick up on some exciting ideas for my own Circle and Area to do in the future too! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The LCI MTM Board and representatives (Presidents and Vice Presidents) from each participating country proceeded 

with the Business and dealt very efficiently in discussing the items on the agenda. 

Halfway through the meeting we had coffee/mint tea and were treated to some delicious mini-cakes, plus this was 

our opportunity to buy LCI pins and also gifts from the LCI sales table. 

During the afternoon, we Ladies were treated to a Hammam. I did not take any photos here to respect Ladies’ 

privacy. We changed into our swimming costumes and had the use of a pool and sauna throughout and then took 

our turn to experience an invigorating body scrub which I had thought would hurt a little but actually it felt very 

exhilarating and afterwards I felt as though my body had been wrapped up in silk and given a big LCI hug! 

Totally relaxed and ready to party, in the evening it was time for the Home Party at 

Borj Bladi. Here we were greeted by Berber drummers and warriors mounted on 

white horses.  

Seated for dinner under Moroccan caïdales tents, inbetween courses we were 

joined again by the Berber drummers and invited to dance along to the music.  

Ladies were soon encouraged 
to dance! 

The singers were really great and Ladies 
crowded on to the dance floor 

Whee! MTM balloons! 

MTM 2012 with Ladies 
from Belgium, Cyprus, 
Estonia, Finland, 
France, GBI, Germany, 
Iceland, India, Israel,  
Italy, Malta, Morocco, 
Norway and Sweden 

Ladies all very proud to 
be representing their 

countries  



At the end of our time here, we gathered together outside to watch a fantasia show of fire-eating and also to gasp at 

the speed and bravery of the warriors and their horses as they galloped past us in mock-battle. Then there was a 

decision to be made... I could either return to the hotel, or continue to party at a special club: I partied!! 

 

The next day we were taken on a Walking Tour of Marrakech. Our guide was really good 
and very informative. He took us around the area which surrounded the Souks and we 
travelled down a maze of small alleyways to find our way about.  

As well as containing the markets and their myriad of colourful spices, carpets, lanterns, 
shoes, leatherwear, metalwork, pottery, meat, cosmetics and clothes, he also told us how 
everyday living took place as there were mosques nearby to enable people to pray when 
they needed to throughout the day.  

 

Then we were taken to an Apothecary where we had a most enlightening demonstration 
detailing the benefits of various reinvigorating cosmetic and health products – plus 
optional massage! We also had the option to buy spices and of course mint tea! 

We were ready to shop and all soon had a large bundle of goodies... as one lady said “I 
don’t do retail, only wholesale!” 

Next it was time for “couscous in the medina” which meant we were scheduled for lunch 

at the Dar Tanjia – more delicious tagines/tanjias, this time with a main base of 

couscous. We then had a few hours free time to explore the surrounding area and so 

plans were made over lunch to decide how we would make the most of this, what sights 

we wanted to see, and  of course to compare shopping lists! 

Myself, Paula and Alex (LC GBI) joined together with Gyöa and Hugrun 

(LC Iceland) and decided to first of all visit a nearby palace, the Palais de 

la Bahia.  

The building reminded me of my very first encounter of Moroccan 

architecture which I had experienced at the Kasbah of the Glaoui on our 

Desert Tour. It was beautiful to see this type of decoration again with 

the patterns appearing timeless. 

Ladies from GBI, Sweden, Norway and Germany join together 
to share the Borj Bladi experience 

A fearless fire-eater! The drummers and dancers 
encouraged Ladies to join in 

The warriors and their horses 
galloped magnificently! 

Ladies from Germany and Malta 
listen attentively to our Guide 

One of the Mosques 
in the Souks 

A young man works away at 
creating the intricate metalwork 

The colourful pottery looked so pretty The carpets and wall coverings 
were very tempting! 

More beautiful 
architecture at 
the Dar Tanjia 

Exterior: Palais de la Bahia Interior: Palais de la Bahia 



From the Palais de la Bahia we entered the Souks and found our way to the Place Jemaa El Fna. 

Here we were spellbound by the antics of the cobras and monkeys that were available to 

entertain us.  

We sipped mint tea at the top of a cafe-terrace and admired the view of Place Jemaa El Fna before us. Then it was 

time to shop, so back we went into the Souks. We were a little nervous at first about practising our bartering-skills 

with the local tradesmen but we remembered 

that the best price is “the one you are happy to 

pay” and with this in mind we soon got into the 

swing of things and at the end of our time we 

were all very pleased with our purchases! 

 

Now it was time to hurry back to the hotel so that we could get ourselves ready for the “Magic Night In Marrakech 

Gala Dinner” at Stylia Ryad! We travelled by coach and then walked a short way to our destination – following the 

sound of the drums. 

Yet again our Moroccan hosts continue to make us think “Wow”!! Stylia Ryad was an absolutely beautiful venue and 

the food was delicious. We were entertained by more drumming and also music and singing by a really great 

rock/pop band – and even a belly-dancer! Our final night was definitely one to remember  

And now it was time to return home – but I did not feel sad to leave as I had truly had such a fantastic 

time – and I also needed time to rest!!  

At each event Ladies had been given a beautiful rose – a symbol I think of how nations and friendships 

can blossom together. All of the Ladies I have enjoyed talking and partying with have been an 

inspiration. 

I hope this report has been enjoyable to read and that it will also encourage other Ladies to take part 

in LCI meetings and conferences. It is really only a snapshot of all my wonderful experiences! I feel so 

lucky to have been able to enjoy this opportunity to learn more about LCI, and also the country of 

Morocco. This has been a truly unforgettable experience. 

This MTM has been absolutely amazing – a massive “Thank you!” to all Ladies of Morocco - especially to the MTM 

Team who I know worked so hard to make everything so special for all of us – and also to LCI!! 

Yours in Friendship, 

Angela Hook 

Chairman, Dereham & District Ladies Circle (No 58), GBI 

Chairman, Area 51, GBI 

Our terrace view over Place Jemaa El Fna Enjoying the sun: Paula and Alex (LC GBI) 
and Hugrun and Gyöa (LC Iceland) 

Me [Angela] (LC GBI), Gudrun (LC Germany), 
Kathleen (LC Malta), LCI President Sharon Taitz, 

Kairi, Sandra and Ulle (LC Estonia) 

Main Stateroom: 
Stylia Ryad 

Niki (LC GBI), Mimi (LC Morocco) 
and Me! 

Our entertainers were clearly 
enjoying themselves also! 

Time for our belly 
dancing lesson 


